"Training Opportunity For Unemployed Graduates"

OUR COMPANY

TESS INTERNATIONAL (we also know as “TESS”), an MSC Status Company, is founded first quarter of 2000 and has staffed by highly professional and skilled individuals with a wealth of experience in the Financial Solutions Industry. TESS applications are specially developed for the use by financial institutions.

TESS INTERNATIONAL has the technologies and experiences to deliver quality solutions and customer service. Having an excellent record of achievements in the ICT sector, TESS human resource pool are all highly competent individuals that have extensive experience in the banking, finance and the telecommunications industry. We understand well the processes and development standards needed to ensure secure, dependable, flexible, scalable and functional solutions that add values to our prospective clients and organizations. We also provide turnkey development and consultancy services to financial institutions and telecommunication operators on matters relating to technical, operational, system and business flow analysis as well as the project management. These include, but not limited to, issues on back-end integration, security management, network engineering and online strategy.

THE TRAINING PROGRAM

The main objective on this training is to provide training for unemployed graduates and any unemployed graduates seeking for employment. This program is provided by Ministry of Human Resources under The Train and Place Scheme. The candidates must be a Malaysian, posses a diploma, degree in Computer Science or Information Technology, any or equivalent qualifications and must remained unemployed. Each successful candidate will receive RM 500 monthly allowance.

OUR TRAINING COURSE AND BENEFITS

The entire training will be 5 months, 3 months on theory/practical and 2 months on industrial practice. We will use our vast experience in software development and train our candidates on actual software development methodology used in TESS for the last 10 years. We will share our experience with our candidates to ensure all candidates can obtain the best practical knowledge in term of skill in programming and documentation. TESS will cover some of the topics below:

1. Development on HTML,CSS,DHTML and Web 2.0 programming
2. ASP 4.0 .NET programming using the Microsoft Framework 4.0.
4. AJAX 4.0 .NET programming.
5. Silverlight 4.0 programming.
8. Practical knowledge on Reporting Services with Microsoft SQL server 2008.
9. Practical knowledge on software development documentation.

For interested candidate, kindly forward your resume with your photo and contact details to hr@tessinternational.com.